to ligand composition, e.g. the percentage of carbon atoms in the compounds. The sensitivity to ligand composition could be a clue for the further improvement of our knowledgebased scoring function.
Introduction
Drug Design Data Resource (D3R, https://www.drugdesigndata.org) has become an excellent platform to test the existing methods of computer-aided drug discovery (CADD) and also to promote the development of new docking/scoring protocols [1] . The latest challenge, 2016 Grand Challenge 2, included one particular protein target, Farnesoid X receptor (FXR) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , and 102 small-molecule compounds with molecular weights ranging from 363 to 634. Two stages were involved in this challenge. At Stage 1, participants were asked to predict the binding modes of the ligands with IDs ranging from FXR_1 to FXR_36, using the provided ligand SMILES strings and the FXR structures in all accessible resources. In the meantime, D3R organizers requested affinity predictions of all the 102 ligands. Then at Stage 2, co-crystal structures of FXR bound with the first 36 ligands were provided in Protein Data Bank (PDB) format, and the participants were asked to repeat the prediction of potencies for all the ligands by including those newly available FXRligand complexes structures.
For the binding mode prediction, in addition to using a docking-based strategy developed during Grand Challenge 2015 [9] , we introduced a template-based method in this Abstract D3R 2016 Grand Challenge 2 focused on predictions of binding modes and affinities for 102 compounds against the farnesoid X receptor (FXR). In this challenge, two distinct methods, a docking-based method and a template-based method, were employed by our team for the binding mode prediction. For the new template-based method, 3D ligand similarities were calculated for each query compound against the ligands in the co-crystal structures of FXR available in Protein Data Bank. The binding mode was predicted based on the co-crystal protein structure containing the ligand with the best ligand similarity score against the query compound. For the FXR dataset, the template-based method achieved a better performance than the docking-based method on the binding mode prediction. For the binding affinity prediction, an in-house knowledgebased scoring function ITScore2 and MM/PBSA approach were employed. Good performance was achieved for MM/ PBSA, whereas the performance of ITScore2 was sensitive Rui Duan and Xianjin Xu have contributed equally to this work.
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challenge. Specifically, all the available co-crystal structures of FXR were collected from the Protein Data Bank (PDB). For a query compound, its molecular similarities with respect to the ligands in the available co-crystal structures were calculated using a 3D molecular similarity calculation program SHAFTS (Shape Feature Similarity) [10, 11] . Then, the co-crystal structure containing the ligand with the highest molecular similarity to the query ligand was used as the template to predict the binding mode of the query ligand on the protein receptor. According to the binding mode predictions for the FXR dataset in the present study, the template-based method achieved better performance than the docking-based method. This finding is not surprising because ligands with high molecular similarity usually share similar activities and also similar binding modes, which is referred to as the molecular similarity principle [12, 13] . Yet, it is surprising that the template-based method has not yet been well studied for the binding mode prediction for protein-ligand complexes. The promising performance achieved by the templatebased method for the FXR dataset suggests that this type of methods could be a good choice for the protein-ligand complex structure prediction when experimental structures with co-bound ligands are available.
For the binding affinity prediction, two distinct methods, ITScore2 and MM/PBSA (Molecular Mechanics/ Poisson-Boltzmann Surface Area), were employed in this study. ITScore2 is a knowledge-based atomic pairwise scoring function that was derived based on the known protein-ligand complex structures (a refined set of PDBbind 2012 containing 2897 protein-ligand complexes [14, 15] ) and the statistical mechanics-based iterative method [16] [17] [18] . MM/PBSA combines molecular mechanics energy and continuum solvent models to calculate protein-ligand binding free energies based on snapshots from molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories [19, 20] . For the binding affinity prediction of the FXR dataset, MM/PBSA yielded a better performance than ITScore2. However, the most obvious disadvantage of MM/PBSA comparing to the knowledge-based scoring function ITScore2 is the high demands of computing time. Interestingly, through analyzing the predicted results, we found that the binding affinity prediction of our atomic pairwise scoring function is sensitive to the ligand composition, e.g. the percentage of carbon atoms in the compounds. Significantly better performances were achieved when ITScore2 was applied to the subsets containing compounds with a high percentage of carbon (≥ 75%) or a low percentage of oxygen and nitrogen atoms (≤ 10%) than when the scoring function was applied to the remaining compounds in the dataset. This finding provides us a clue to further improve our knowledge-based scoring function for the binding affinity prediction.
Materials and methods

Protein preparation
All the released crystal structures of human FXR protein-ligand molecule complexes were found in the PDB and were manually checked. A total of 26 FXR-ligand complex structures were retained and the PDB IDs are shown in the Supplementary Materials. All ions and solvent molecules in these structures were removed and the resulting structure files were used in following steps.
Ligand preparation and similarity calculation
3D conformational libraries with a maximum number of 500 were generated for a query ligand, using OMEGA (version 2.5.1.4, OpenEye Scientific Software, Santa Fe, NM. http:// www.eyesopen.com) [21, 22] based on the SMILES strings from the D3R 2016 Grand Challenge 2 Dataset.
Molecular Similarities of a query ligand with the ligands in the 26 selected protein-ligand complex structures were calculated using the program SHAFTS [10, 11] . This program employs a hybrid approach for 3D similarity calculation by combining molecular shape overlay and pharmacophore feature matching between the two ligands. Therefore, this hybrid similarity consists a ShapeScore (shape-densities overlap) and a FeatureScore (pharmacophore feature fit values); both scores are normalized to a range of [0, 1] . The resulting HybridScore is the sum of ShapeScore and FeatureScore. HybridScore is scaled to [0, 2], with 0 representing no similarity and 2 corresponding to the same ligand.
Binding mode prediction
Docking approach
A docking approach that was developed during Grand Challenge 2015 [9] was employed for the binding mode prediction for the FXR dataset. Briefly, a receptor structure with a bound ligand sharing the best similarity (i.e., the highest HybridScore) with the query ligand was used for docking. If HybridScore was smaller than 1.2, all the 26 available FXR protein structures would be performed by ensemble docking. In ensemble docking, each query ligand was docked to the individual FXR structures, and the sampled binding modes were then merged for ranking/scoring.
In this study, a modified version of AutoDock Vina [18, 23] was employed for sampling. In this modified version, the maximum number of output modes is user-specified, and was set to 500 in the present study. The exhaustiveness value was increased to 30 to ensure exhaustive sampling. The protein was treated as a rigid body, and the single bonds of the ligands were considered to be rotatable. Thus, a maximum of 500 putative, flexible binding modes were generated, which were then re-ranked with ITScore2. The top five binding modes (i.e., with the lowest scores) for a query ligand were submitted as the binding mode prediction results.
Template-based approach
For a query ligand, the available FXR complex structures were ranked by ligand similarity scores (HybridScore) of their co-bound ligands with respect to the query ligand. If HybridScore was less than 1.2, only ShapeScore would be used. The top 5 PDB entries that had the best similarity scores with the query ligand were chosen as the templates. Then for each template, the query compound was superimposed onto the ligand using the program SHAFTS. Finally, the protein-query compound complex was used as the initial structure for minimization with AMBER11 [24] as described below (see the minimization step of the MD simulation subsection) so as to eliminate the possible atomic clashes upon superposition. The complex structure after the refinement would be used as the final submission. In summary, for each query ligand, with the top five templates, a total of five refined structures were submitted as the prediction for the template-based approach.
Binding affinity prediction
Two distinct methods, ITScore2 and MM/PBSA, were employed for the binding affinity prediction. ITScore2 [18] is a knowledge-based atomic pairwise scoring function that was derived based on a training set of 2897 protein-ligand crystal structures [14, 15] using an iterative approach [16, 17] to distinguish native binding modes from decoy binding modes. ITScore2 was also used for binding mode prediction in the docking-based approach as aforementioned. For each query ligand, the lowest score based on the docking approach was compared with the experimentally determined affinity. In addition, binding affinity predictions of ITScore2 were also analyzed when this scoring function was applied to the best binding mode that was predicted with the template-based approach for each query ligand.
On the other hand, MM/PBSA [19, 20] was applied to only the best mode that was predicted with the templatebased approach for each query ligand. Unlike ITScore2, MM/PBSA was not applied to the binding modes generated from the docking approach for two reasons. First, the template-based approach achieved better performance than the docking approach on binding mode prediction. Second, MM/PBSA is a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation-based protocol, and running MD simulations for over a 100 protein-ligand complexes (a total of 102 compounds in the FXR dataset) is time-consuming. The details of the MD and MM/ PBSA methods are described as follows.
MD simulation
For each query ligand, the best binding mode predicted with the template-based approach was utilized as the initial structure for MD simulations. To create parameters of the ligand, the ligand 3D structure was optimized at the AM1 semiempirical level [25] using Gaussian09 suit [26] , and then the atomic charges were fitted using the AM1-bcc method [27] with the Antechamber program in the Amber11 package [24] . The AMBER03 [28] and Generalized Amber force field (GAFF) [29] were applied respectively to the protein and the ligand via the Leap module. Missing atoms and counter ions maintaining the neutrality were added to the complex, and this complex was solvated in a periodic box containing TIP3P water molecules [30] with a minimum distance of 10 Å between the complex and surface of the box. The Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) [31] approach was utilized to treat long-range electrostatic interactions, and a cutoff of 12 Å was applied to calculate the nonbonded interactions.
Thereafter, the solvated complexes were minimized by two steps. During the first step, the solvent molecules were minimized for 1000 steps via steepest descent method, followed by 3000 steps via conjugate gradient. A restraint of 500 kcal/mol/Å 2 was imposed on all the protein and ligand atoms. During the second step, the protein-ligand complexes and the solvent were both minimized for 10,000 steps via steepest descent, followed by conjugate gradient minimization until the energy gradient of the system converged to 0.01 kcal/mol/Å. Next, the heating phase was conducted for the systems and the temperature climbed from 0 to 300 K in 100 ps, and then NPT simulation was performed for 3 ns at a time step of 2 fs. To regulate the system temperature in MD simulation, Langevin dynamics [32] was employed with a collision frequency of 4.0 ps −1 . The SHAKE [33] algorithm was introduced to restrain the bonds involving hydrogen atoms.
MM/PBSA
MM/PBSA was used to calculate the binding free energy of a complex based on a combination of the molecular mechanics and a continuum solvent approach. The binding free energy is decomposed into three terms, molecular mechanics (MM), solvation contribution, and entropic contribution. In this study, 1500 snapshots taken from the last 1.5 ns simulations at 1 ps interval were used for calculating the MM term and the solvation contribution. The solvation energy was obtained via the PBSA module [34] . The grid spacing was set to 0.25 Å. The value of the exterior dielectric constant was set to 80. The solute interior dielectric constant was set to 1, because the binding interface on FXR is quite hydrophobic. A higher value (e.g., 2) of the interior dielectric constant did not improve the binding affinity prediction for this FXR dataset (data not shown). The nonpolar solvation energy was calculated with the solventaccessible surface area (SASA) approach, following the equation G nonpol = SASA + , where γ = 0.00542 kcal/ (mol·Å 2 ) and β = 0.92 kcal/mol [35] . The Nmode module [36] in AMBER11 was applied to derive the entropy loss during protein-ligand binding. Fifty snapshots were obtained from the last 1.5 ns with 30 ps interval for each system to calculate the entropic contribution. Every snapshot was minimized under a distance-dependent dielectric function until the energy gradient's root-mean-square fell below 10 −5 kcal/mol/Å 2 .
Results and discussion
Binding mode prediction
The criterion of root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) was used to assess the predicted binding modes of a query ligand on the protein FXR with the corresponding native binding mode in the released crystal structure. Briefly, the two protein structures were superimposed and the RMSD of the heavy atoms in the query ligand was calculated. For both the docking approach and the template-based approach, the top five predicted binding modes were submitted for each query ligand. The following analysis is based on the assessment data provided by the D3R evaluation team. Figure 1 shows the performances of these two approaches on the binding mode predictions of the 35 queried ligands. FXR_33 was removed from the list, because the FXR_33 ligand in the released co-crystal structure was inconsistent with the provided SMILES string. When only the best model (top 1) was considered for each query ligand, the templatebased approach yielded significantly better performance than the docking approach. As shown in Fig. 1 for the template based approach, the mean and median RMSD values of the 35 ligands are 2.76 and 1.00 Å, respectively, which was ranked #2 by the median RMSD in all the 51 submissions. The result indicates that using the superimposition method based on a proper template selected by ligand similarity would raise the prediction accuracy of the binding mode. Interestingly, the docking-based approach achieved a comparable performance with the template-based method when top five models were considered. The corresponding mean and median RMSD values are 2.39 and 1.19 Å respectively for the docking-based approach. The results show that the sampling algorithm successfully generated near-native binding modes, but the scoring function (ITScore2) failed to rank them at the top for the same cases.
It is noteworthy that the predicted binding modes generated by the template-based approach were minimized via MD to avoid possible atomic clashes, whereas the MD minimization was not applied to the binding modes predicted from the docking approach. We evaluated the effects of our minimization steps on the predicted binding modes so as to investigate whether minimization is the dominant reason for the better performance of the template-based approach. The ligand RMSDs between the structures before minimization and the released crystal structures were calculated. The mean/median RMSD values of the 35 query ligands were 2.77/1.11 and 2.16/1.00 Å for the top model and for the best one in top five models, respectively. The corresponding mean/median RMSD values of the models after minimization were 2.76/1.00 and 2.11/0.88 Å for the top model and for the best one in top five models, respectively. Thus, the minimization step only slightly improved the binding mode prediction results, and the template-based method without the minimization step still performed better than the docking approach. In other words, the good performance of the template-based method is mainly due to the assumption that ligands with similar structures share similar binding modes, instead of due to the minimization step.
To gain a better understanding on the importance of ligand similarity, Pearson's correlation coefficient (R) between ligand similarity and the RMSD of the top predicted pose for each ligand was investigated. As described in "Materials and methods", the ligand similarity calculation was involved in both approaches to select a proper conformation of the binding pocket (for docking) or binding mode (for superimposing). It should be noticed that in the docking approach, ensemble docking was performed when no cobound ligand was found sharing a HybridScore ≥ 1.2 with Fig. 1 The results of binding mode prediction for the FXR dataset (i.e., FXR_1-FXR_36) based on the top model (blue) or the best (i.e., the model with the lowest RMSD) among the top five models (green) using the docking approach (Dk) or the template-based approach (Tp) with the scoring function ITScore2. The mean value and the median value of RMSDs of the ligands are reported in the legend for each method a query ligand. Therefore, here, our analysis is focused on the cases with HybridScore ≥ 1.2. Positive correlations were observed for both methods, with R values of 0.65 for the docking approach and 0.72 for the template-based method, respectively. The detailed data were also listed in Table S1 in the Supplementary Materials. The results suggest that ligands with high molecular similarities tend to share a similar binding mode and this tendency is in proportion to the similarity score. Therefore, known co-crystal structures could be an important resource to improve protein-ligand complex structure prediction.
Furthermore, binding modes of all the cases with HybridScore ≥ 1.5 were successfully predicted (i.e., with RMSD ≤ 2.0 Å) for the template-based method, and only one case (i.e., FXR_13) failed for the docking approach. FXR_13 possessed a high molecular similarity (HybridScore = 1.626) with the ligand in PDB entry 3OKI, however, the binding modes predicted with the docking approach against chain A of 3OKI showed a large deviation from the co-crystal structure. The values of RMSD were 7.99 Å for the top model and 4.46 Å for the best in the top five models. As shown in Fig. 2a, FXR_13 shares the same chemical structure in the boxed part with ligand OKI of 3OKI; the only difference between these two compounds is the replacement of the chlorine atom in OKI by a benzaldehyde group. Also, direct superimposition of 3OKI onto the crystal structure of the protein-FXR_13 complex shows very similar binding modes, e.g., the RMSD between the best mode from the template-based approach and the native binding mode of FXR_13 is only 0.719 Å (Fig. 2b) . However, in the docking approach, the compound in the best predicted model presented a 180-degree flip in comparison with the crystal structure. Examination of the structural details shows that the side chain of residue H451 in the released crystal structure is outside the binding pocket. However, in the protein structure that was used for docking (i.e., 3OKI), the side chain of H451 is rotated and is inside the binding pocket (Fig. 2c) , which narrows the binding site and leads to the failure of docking the benzaldehyde group into the right location.
In summary, two distinct methods, a docking-based method and a template-based method, were employed for the binding mode prediction of 35 query ligands in the FXR dataset. The results show that the template-based method performed significantly better than the docking approach. However, it is worth mentioning that the performance/reliability of the template-based method is highly dependent on available templates, and a further systematic test is desirable for this method. Fortunately, with the increasing number of experimental structures solved for a specific target (e.g., an important druggable protein) co-bound with distinct ligands in the Protein Data Bank, the template-based method would become more and more useful. Also, the template-based allows for the selection of the appropriate protein conformation, an implicit way to account for protein flexibility, particularly protein sidechain flexibility.
Binding affinity prediction
To assess the performances of ITSore2 and MM/PBSA on binding affinity prediction, affinity rankings and energy predictions were analyzed in terms of Kendall's tau and Pearson's correlation coefficient (R), respectively. R was calculated based on the predicted binding energy scores and experimental affinities -pIC 50 (i.e., log(IC 50 )). As aforementioned, FXR_33 was discarded, leaving a total of 101 compounds for the analysis. The results for the dockingbased ITScore2 (Dk_ITS; D3R submission ID: pr2fp), template-based ITScore2 (Tp_ITS; D3R submission ID: bxn4v) and template-based MM/PBSA approach (Tp_MM/ PBSA; D3R submission ID: erdfw) with the dataset of these 101 compounds (referred to as the Full dataset) are reported in the first row of Table 1 . In addition, the results based on the all-atom molecular weights of the ligands were also presented for reference. Here, our analysis is focused on the results of Stage 2, in which more co-crystal FXR structures (FXR_1-36) were available than those in Stage 1, resulting in more confidence on the binding mode prediction in Stage 2 than in Stage 1.
In the affinity ranking assessment, the value of Kendall's tau ranges from − 1 to 1, in which − 1 stands for perfectly reversed ranking and 1 represents perfect ranking. All the ranking results exhibited positive correlations with the experimental results, and presented better performances (i.e., larger values) than the molecular weight (tau = 0.05). Tp_ mm/pbsa achieved significantly better performance (0.35) than the other two strategies with ITScore2. Encouragingly, Tp_mm/pbsa was ranked 9th in a total of 77 submissions. For ITScore2, the results were unsatisfactory for both docking-based and template-based approaches, with tau values of 0.22 and 0.10, respectively. Similar results were observed for the free energy predictions (R). Tp_mm/pbsa yielded the highest R value of 0.46, while the value for Dk_ITS and Tp_ITS were 0.34 and 0.17 respectively. Although the MM/ PBSA approach achieved the best performance in our study, the result was still unsatisfactory with regard to its expensive computing cost. It is possible that the conducted simulations were not long enough to provide accurate predictions and that multiple-trajectory simulation might achieve better results than the present single-trajectory simulation.
As ITScore2 showed an unsatisfactory performance on the binding affinity prediction for the dataset of 101 FXR ligands, further analysis was made to reveal possible reasons in order to help future improvement of this scoring function. Because ITScore2 is based on atom types, the compounds in the FXR dataset were classified into two groups in terms of the percentage of certain types of heavy atoms in the query compounds. The results based on this classification are also listed in Table 1 . By setting 75% as the cutline for the percentage of carbon atoms, the compounds were grouped into It is possible that ITScore2 defines carbon-carbon interactions better than other types of atoms, as carbon is the most common atom type in the protein and ligand structures. Nevertheless, for oxygen and nitrogen atoms, ITScore2 lacks accuracy on defining the interactions involving these atom types, probably due to the fewer numbers of such interactions that were collected during the derivation of ITScore2. Moreover, it is well known that the exiting binding affinity prediction methods are far from accurately on calculating contributions from entropic effects, and the entropic effects are related to the size and flexibility of a system. Therefore, the influences of the molecular size and flexibility on the performances of binding affinity predictions were also analyzed for both ITScore2 and MM/PBSA. Regarding the molecular size, ligands containing at least 40 heavy atoms were excluded (i.e., a total of eight ligands) from the full set of the FXR dataset, resulting in a subset (referred to as Set_size) consisting of 93 query ligands (each having fewer than 40 heavy atoms). The results for the subset Set_size are reported in Table 1 . Interestingly, significantly improvements were found for all the strategies, MM/PBSA, Tp_ITS, and Dk_ITS on both ranking (tau) and the binding affinity (R) predictions. On the other hand, regarding the ligand flexibility, ligands with at least 8 rotatable bonds (a total of 18 ligands) were removed from the full set, resulting in a subset (named as Rot_bonds) consisting of 83 query ligands (each ligand containing fewer than eight rotatable bonds). Similar to the findings with respect to the molecular size, significantly improvements were found for all the strategies for the subset Rot_bonds, as shown in Table 1 . For example, for the strategy Dk_IST, the values of tau/R increased from 0.22/0.34 for the full set (first row) to 0.31/0.45 for the subset Rot_bonds (the second last row). Next, the compounds with both at least 40 heavy atoms and at least eight rotatable bonds (a total of five compounds: FXR_45, FXR_64, FXR_66, FXR_67, and FXR_68) were excluded from the full set, resulting a subset referred to as the "Normal" set. For this "Normal" subset, both tau and R increased significantly (see the last row of Table 1 cf. the first row), particularly for MM/PBSA. A correlation plot for the MM/ PBSA results shows three of these five compounds are far deviated from the other compounds (data not shown). These findings suggest that too large or too flexible ligands pose a big challenge to current scoring functions, and are recommended to be separated or even removed from the list by the D3R organizers for future exercises.
Finally, the 35 ligands with co-bound crystal structures solved (i.e., FXR_1 to FXR_36, except that FXR_33 was discarded because its chemical structure in the co-crystal was different form the D3R-provided SMILES string) were further analyzed, using the corresponding co-crystal structures. For these 35 ligands, MM/PBSA achieved 0.23 for the Kendall's tau and 0.39 for the Pearson's correlation coefficient, respectively. Scoring directly with the co-crystal structures (including scoring minimization), ITScore2 yielded 0.28 for tau and 0.46 for R, respectively. The Tp_ITS approach, in which the initial structures were these co-crystals (as these structures yielded HybridScore of 2) followed by optimization with AMBER11, achieved 0.38 for tau and 0.56 for R, respectively. Finally, the molecular weight approach (for the reference purpose) yielded 0.32 for tau and 0.57 for R. Comparing these data, it is surprising that molecular weight achieved the best R value (0.57). ITScore2 with the template-based approach achieved a comparable result (R = 0.56). Also, ITScore2 with the template-based approach achieved the highest tau value. It is encouraging that the efficient ITScore2 showed a better performance than the computationally demanding MM/PBSA approach on both affinity ranking and binding affinity predictions with these 35 complexes using the co-crystal structures.
Conclusion
D3R provides a valuable platform to evaluate and to improve CADD methods. During 2016 Grand Challenge 2, we developed two distinct strategies, a docking method and a template-based method, for the binding mode prediction. We also employed two distinct methods, ITScore2 and MM/ PBSA, for the binding affinity prediction. For the binding mode prediction, the template-based method achieved a significantly better performance than the docking method. For the binding affinity prediction, MM/PBSA performed significantly better than ITScore2 with the full dataset. Both ITScore2 and MM/PBSA were further applied to several subsets, which were constructed based on the atom type percentage (in terms of the number of atoms) in the compounds. The results show that the performance of ITScore2 was sensitive to the ligand composition. Namely, better performance was achieved when ITScore2 was applied to the subset containing ligands with a higher percentage of carbon atoms. Such bias was not found for MM/PBSA. This clue could be used to further improve the knowledge-based atomic pairwise scoring function (ITScore2). In future studies, it would be interesting to retrain the ITscore by introducing training structures with more polar functional groups.
Finally, our analysis shows that the big offset compounds usually contain too many heavy atoms (i.e., too large molecular weights) and too many rotatable bonds. It is recommended to the D3R organizers that these too large and too flexible ligands are better listed separately in the future exercises, because no existing scoring functions can well account for large ligand entropic contributions.
